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Automatic human activity recognition is one of the milestones of smart city surveillance projects. Human activity detection and
recognition aim to identify the activities based on the observations that are being performed by the subject. Hence, vision-based
human activity recognition systems have a wide scope in video surveillance, health care systems, and human-computer in-
teraction. Currently, the world is moving towards a smart and safe city concept. Automatic human activity recognition is the
major challenge of smart city surveillance. (e proposed research work employed fine-tuned YOLO-v4 for activity detection,
whereas for classification purposes, 3D-CNN has been implemented. Besides the classification, the presented research model also
leverages human-object interaction with the help of intersection over union (IOU). An Internet of(ings (IoT) based architecture
is implemented to take efficient and real-time decisions. (e dataset of exploit classes has been taken from the UCF-Crime dataset
for activity recognition. At the same time, the dataset extracted from MS-COCO for suspicious object detection is involved in
human-object interaction. (is research is also applied to human activity detection and recognition in the university premises for
real-time suspicious activity detection and automatic alerts. (e experiments have exhibited that the proposed multimodal
approach achieves remarkable activity detection and recognition accuracy.

1. Introduction

In recent years, ever-increasing technological advances have
made automated human activity recognition a common
research subject. Video surveillance has a wide range of
applications. (ese applications include normal and suspi-
cious activities such as gaming, human-computer interac-
tion, exam invigilation, detecting chaos, analyzing sports,
predicting crowd behavior, etc. It is an important safety
aspect for indoor and outdoor environments [1].

Innovations are occurring rapidly, and since there is a
large amount of video data to process, manual intervention
is not feasible and is error-prone. Additionally, it is

exceedingly challenging to monitor public spaces constantly.
Hence, it is necessary to install intelligent video surveillance
that can track people’s movements in real time, classify them
as routine or exceptional, and provide alerts [2].

Human activity detection relies on sensors like radar,
cameras, and cell phones to identify abnormalities in
human behaviour. (ey are being used for human-com-
puter interaction, surveillance, monitoring suspicious ac-
tivities, and other security purposes [3, 4]. (e majority of
today’s systems rely on video gathered from CCTV cam-
eras. If a crime or act of violence occurs, this footage will be
utilized in the investigation. It would be preferable, how-
ever, to build a system that might identify an anomalous or
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unexpected circumstance beforehand and notify the au-
thorities [5, 6].

In recent years, ever-increasing technological advances
have made automated human activity recognition a
common research subject. Video surveillance has a wide
range of applications. (ese applications may include
normal and suspicious activities such as gaming, human-
computer interaction, exam invigilation, detecting chaos,
analyzing sports, predicting crowd behavior, etc. It is an
important safety aspect for indoor and outdoor environ-
ments [7, 8].

Currently, innovations are occurring at a rapid pace.(e
most popular exploration topic these days is robotized
human activity recognition. Since there is a large amount of
video data to process, manual intervention will not only be
tiring but also cause omissions, making the system effective
and error-prone. Automatic video surveillance has tacked on
this issue. It is impossible to monitor CCTV events man-
ually. Whether the event has already occurred or not,
searching for the desired event through recordings is ex-
tremely time-consuming. However, a system that auto-
matically senses any irregular or abnormal condition in
advance and alerts the appropriate authorities is more ap-
pealing. It can be used in indoor and outdoor settings [9, 10].

Different efficacious algorithms are used for automatic
activity recognition on roads, airports, educational institu-
tions, offices, etc. Computer vision has provided machines
with humanlike vision. Large datasets are accessible and can
be trained with GPUs’ to help make future predictions.
Computer vision technology has a few stages, like taking
input from surveillance cameras, separating the frames,
classifying and labeling the activity, and writing its de-
scription. Normally, two types of classification techniques
are used in computer vision. Supervised and unsupervised;
supervised classification requires manual labeling whereas
unsupervised is completely computer-based and does not
need computer intervention [11, 12].

Deep learning is the most exemplary architecture that
learns difficult tasks among other architectures. It extracts
features from images automatically and portrays significant
information about the image. Since it extracts features au-
tomatically, it makes it more convenient to use. CNN learns
visual patterns directly from pixels [13, 14]. Long short-term
memory (LSTM) models can be used for videos as they can
recall things for a longer time. (e proposed work imple-
mented the YOLOV4 for detecting the different activities
related to surveillance and for recognizing the activities, 3D
CNN is used. Multiple cameras are connected to the cen-
tralized system via IoT (Internet of (ings) protocols.
Ethernet communication creates a local server to access each
camera feed through its specific IP address used in the
centralized GPU for prediction [15, 16].

(e remaining paper is organized as such: Section 2
explores the relevant state of art critically and highlights the
need for this research. Additionally, the main contributions
are also mentioned. Section 3 presents the proposed
methodology; Section 4 exhibits results and analysis at
length and datasets used for experiments. Finally, Section 5
concludes the research.

2. Background

Understanding human behaviour is now one of the most
significant areas of computer vision research. Human ac-
tivity identification uses data from sensors, such as a se-
quence of RGB camera images, range sensors, or other
sensing modalities [17, 18], to automatically identify and
understand human actions. Its applications include sur-
veillance, video processing, robotics, and a variety of systems
involving human-computer interaction [19, 20]. In the early
1980s, depth sensors improved human activity recognition.
Previous research has concentrated mainly on under-
standing and identifying behaviors from visible light video
streams. Several survey articles summarized these works at
various depths and perspectives [21].

Zhu et al. [22] used motion information and contextual
features for activity detection in a scene, arguing that actions
have a close relationship with context. Following the identifi-
cation and segmentation of behavior, a two-layered conditional
random field is used to recognize events from segmented
patterns and contextual knowledge. However, they did not use a
benchmark dataset, nor accuracy compared to the reported
literature. Yue et al. [23] compared two CNN architectures for
integrating color and optical flow data for action recognition
using the LSTM network.(ey claimed higher performance on
the Sports 1 million dataset (73.1% vs. 60.9%) and the UCF-101
datasets with (88.6% vs. 88.0%) and without (88.6% vs. 88.0%)
and without additional optical flow information (82.6% vs.
72.8%). Ibrahim et al. [24] came up with a two-stages of time
model to look at unusual activities in the community. (ey
made an LSTMmodel to show how a person acts in a series of
frames, while a second LSTM network adds up the represen-
tations at the individual level. Finally, they reported an 81.5%
detection accuracy. Khaire et al [25] used the CNN classifier
with skeletal data to recognize the different human activities.
(ey used two datasets and achieved 95.11% and 96.67% ac-
curacies. Mariem et al. [26] designed amodel named the history
of binarymotion image (HBMI). In thismodel, they introduced
a new method for foreground detection using the Gaussian
mixture model (GMM), including the Magnitude of Optical
Flow (MOF). To avoid irrelevant motion, they utilized the fast
frame skipping method. Hence, HBMI is a novel method of
portraying instructive notions for human activity recognition
based on the superposition of human shape. HBMI achieved
97.60% accuracy in the testing state. Xing et al. [27] designed a
system to detect driver activities using a deep learning approach.
With the help of a low-cost camera, the actions of ten drivers
have been recorded. (e extracted images are then segmented
with a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). (ese preprocessed
images are applied to train AlexNet [28], GoogLeNet [29], and
ResNet-50 [30] on activities like texting, mirror checking, using
mobile phones, etc. Among these models, AlexNet out-
performed the other models with 81.6%, while GoogleNet and
ResNet scored 78.6% and 74.9%, respectively. By working on
static images only, Chang et al. [31] enhanced the approach of
integrated 3D data of human bodymovements to create a three-
dimensional motion history image. Xiaofei et al. [32] suggested
a spatiotemporal silhouette representation to describe motion
properties, including regular activities. Finally, multiclass SVM
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was utilized, with each operation consisting of many views and
scenarios of motion descriptors. On the KTH dataset, they
attained an average accuracy of 94.10%. In order to simulate the
temporal distribution of players in a sporting event and foretell
the future course of action, Zhong et al. [33] used hierarchical
LSTMs for the temporal encoding of extracted features from
video frames and trajectory data. However, no accuracy was
reported.

Recently, Saba et al. [34] detected anomalies in smart
hospitals by using principal component analysis (PCA)
for activity feature extraction. Finally, an ensemble
classifier is employed for anomaly classification. Exper-
iments were performed on the KDDCup-“99” dataset and
93.2% accuracy was reported. Patalas-maliszewska et al.
[35] adopted CNN, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and
CNN region-based CNN (Yolov3 Tiny) for recognizing
completed work tasks in the industrial environment. (e
work of González et al. [36] was heavily focused on
achieving real-time results. (ey conducted extensive
research utilizing various datasets and trained Faster-
RCNN using Feature Pyramid Network with Resnet50,
and outperformed by 3.91 percent as compared to re-
ported techniques in the literature. Bhatti et al. [17]
extracted data from YouTube CCTV videos/GitHub re-
positories and used two approaches (sliding window/
classification and region proposal/object detection). (ey
tested several pretrained deep learning classifiers; how-
ever, Yolov4 had the best performance for detecting
suspicious activity, with an F1 score of 91% and an av-
erage accuracy of 91.73%.

Based on the literature analyzed, it is concluded most of
the research conducted did not consider a number of ex-
pected instances, mostly used static images, and was tailored
for specific purposes. However, the final aim of the proposed
research is to use the automatically identified behaviors and
activities in groups in live videos. Hence, in the proposed
research work, we first detect the area of interest and then
pass it to the classification network. (e reduction of un-
necessary learning information increased efficiency and
accuracy.

(is study has the following main contributions:

(1) A novel activity recognition and detection frame-
work utilizing the YOLOv4 version and the 3D-
CNN.

(2) Fine-tune convolution neural network architectures
for better object recognition accuracy by incorpo-
rating object spatial and temporal information.

(3) Internet of (ings-based architecture has been uti-
lized to incorporate and manage the decision-
making of deep learning-based architectures
efficiently.

3. Proposed Methodology

(e proposed methodology is based on two steps. First, we
detected the region of interest (ROI) using the fine-tuned
version of the Yolo-v4. Secondly, a sequence of 16 frames is

generated and ROI is passed through a sequence of frames
into the 3D-CNN for classification.

3.1. Activity Detection. (e YOLOv4-tiny [37] object de-
tector is a light version of the YOLOv4 [38], enhancing the
detection speed. With this light version, YOLOv4 can attain
around 370 frames per second (FPS) with very good ac-
curacy on a GPU-enabled machine having a 1080Ti GPU.
(e YOLOv4-tiny includes cross-stage partial connections
(CSP) Darket53-tiny as the backbone feature extractor in-
stead of CSPDarket53, which was used in the original
YOLOv4 [38]. (e YOLOv4-tiny network uses a cross-stage
partial block as a residual block, enhancing the accuracy but
increasing the model complexity and eventually decreasing
the FPS rate. A tradeoff is to proceed with object detection in
real time on embedded devices with better accuracy.
(erefore, an improved version of YOLOv4-tiny is
proposed.

Figure 1 exhibits the enhanced Residual block (Res-
Block instead of two CSPBlock as in YOLOv4-tiny to
improve processing speed. (e Enhanced ResBlock unit
uses two direct path networks to handle the input rep-
resentation map. In this two-path network, the path T
network has three 1 × 1 and 3 × 3 convolutional (Conv)
layers with stride 2, followed by another 1 × 1 Conv layer.
Another network, Path B, has two 3 × 3 max pooling with
stride 3 followed by a 1 x Conv layer. Compared to
CSPBlock used on the original YOLOv4-tiny [37], the
proposed ResBlock removes the first 3 × 3 Conv in
CSPBlock and replaces the consequent 3 × 3 Conv layers
with 1 × 1 Conv layers in the Path T network to make the
detection network efficient as exhibited in Figure 1. (e
proposed ResBlock unit adds pooling and Conv in the
Path B network. Still, this extra computation overhead is
minimal as compared to reduce in computation in the
Path T network. (e floating-point operations (FLOPs)
are analyzed to determine the computational complexity
of the CSPBlock [37] and the proposed ResBlock. FLOPs
can be described as follows:

FLOPs � 
S

l�1
M

2
i .F

2
i .Ci−1.Ci. (1)

Here, S is the sum of all the Conv layers, M2
i is the output

feature vector of the corresponding lth layer, F2
i is the filter

size, while C1 and Ci−1 refer to output and input channel
count, respectively. For comparison, suppose an input of
224× 244 with 64 channels, and using (1), FLOPs of Res-
Block are used in the proposed detection model as shown in
calculations in equations (2) and (3)

FLOPs � 1042 ∗ 12 ∗ 64∗ 32 + 522 ∗ 32 ∗ 322

+ 522 ∗ 12 ∗ 32∗ 64 + 64∗ 522 ∗ 22 + 522 ∗ 12 ∗ 642,

FLOPs � 6.4x107.

(2)

(e FLOPs of CSPBlock are used in YOLOv4-tiny
against the same image
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FLOPs � 1042 ∗ 32 ∗ 642 + 1042 ∗ 32 ∗ 64∗ 32

+ 1042 ∗ 32 ∗ 322 + 1042 ∗ 12 ∗ 642,

FLOPs � 7.4x108.

(3)

From equations (2) and (3), we determine that 1 :10 is
the computation of FLOPs in ResBlock and CSPBlock.
FLOPs comparison shows that ResBlock is much less
complex than CSPBlock.

Although the inclusion of ResBlock in the YOLOv4-tiny
detector makes it much faster than CSPBlock, it affects
object detection accuracy. (erefore, two auxiliary residual
blocks are also built and included in the ResBlock unit to get
a better tradeoff between efficiency and accuracy. (e
proposed backbone network is shown in Figure 2.

(e output representation of ResBlock is fused with a
shallow representation of the backbone model through an
element-wise sum operation. (is fused representation is
used as input to successive layers of the backbonemodel.(e
fusing process of representation of ResBlock and the
backbone model can be expressed as

O
i

� f
i

O
i− 1

  + Or
i
. (4)

Here in equation (4), i is the index of the layers, fi is the
fusion function between the input and output in the ith layer
network, Oi− 1 refers to the i-1th layer’s output and the i th
layer’s input, and Ori is the output of the proposed ResBlock.
(is fusion catalyzes the convergence between deep and
shallow networks. Moreover, with the fusion mechanism,
the network learns more information to enhance the ac-
curacy while preventing the large step-sized calculation
increase.

In the backbone of YOLOv4-tiny [37], the Residual
network module uses 3 × 3 filters for feature extraction.
Although 3 × 3 receptive fields can extract more localized

information while losing global contextual information
and eventually reduces the detection accuracy. We have
compensated for this loss of global representations by
using two consecutive 3 x Conv layers to get the receptive
field of size 5 × 5 in the auxiliary ResBlock. (is auxiliary
model passes on the obtained global representation to the
backbone network. (en the backbone network joins the
local contextual information extracted from the smaller
(3 × 3) receptive field and global representation extracted
from the bigger (5 × 5) receptive field that gives extra
information about the object. (is combining of global
and local information not only enhances the network
depth but also advances the semantic of information. (e
attention mechanism can process and transmit the crucial
feature and eliminate the invalid features through channel
suppression. We have introduced spatial and channel
attention modules in the auxiliary network to extract
more effective feature representations. (e channel at-
tention module emphasizes the interpretation of the in-
formative part of the given input image and sees its
meaning in it. (e spatial attention module emphasizes
the spatial location of the informative part of the input,
supportive of channel attention. We have used the
Convolutional Block Attention Module (CBAM) [18]. (e
used CBAM can be described as

F
c

� M
c

F
i

 ⊙F
i
, (5)

F
s

� M
s

F
c

( ⊙F
c
. (6)

Here in equations (5) and (6), Fi ∈ RC×H×W the input
feature map, “⊙ ” refers to element-wise multiple, Fc and Fs

are the output feature maps, Mc and Ms are the channel and
spatial attention functions, respectively. (e channel at-
tention function Mc(Fi) and spatial attention function
Ms(Fc) are expressed as
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Figure 1: Enhanced ResBlock-D modules.
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(7)

In equation (7), S is the sigmoid function, MLP () is the
multilayer perceptron, and C7× 7 is the convolutional op-
eration having a filter size of 5× 5. Max Pooling and average
pooling operations in spatial attention function are com-
bined through concatenation, referred to as “:”.

Figure 3 shows the proposed auxiliary network having two
convolution layers to obtain the global contextual information
and channel and spatial attention to get more effective infor-
mation.(e output representation of the first convolution layer
output received from spatial attention operating is concatenated
to combine both outputs, the output of the auxiliary network.
(en the final output of the auxiliary network is combined with
the output of the residual network of the backbone network and
used as input for the next residual network there.(is joining of
both outputs enhances the backbone network to extract local
and global information about the object and increases the
accuracy of the detection network.

(e architecture of the whole YOLOv4-tiny object de-
tector is shown in Figure 4, where the proposed network is
distinguished by the blue color. Compared to YOLOv4-tiny
[37], the proposed object detector has replaced both
CSPBlock units with two ResBlock. Moreover, the auxiliary
network is also designed using two 3× 3 Conv layers, a
channel attention module and a spatial attention module,
and a concatenation operation to obtain global information.
Finally, auxiliary and backbone networks are combined to
make a feature extractor.

3.2. Activity Recognition. For the activity recognition in the
videos, we propose a 3D CNN where we use three-di-
mensional convolutions to count features in both the
temporal and spatial dimensions in the later stages of CNNs.
Convoluting a three-dimensional kernel to the cube ob-
tained by assembling several spatiotemporal patches in a

contiguous manner yields the 3D convolution as shown in
Figure 5. (e feature maps in the convolution layer are
connected to multiple frames arranged consecutively in the
previous layer to capture motion-related details [39]. If the
kernel weights are duplicated around the patch cube, the 3D
convolution kernel can only select one form of a function
from the patch cuboid.(e number of feature maps expands
as the number of layers increases on CNN, which helps
create various sorts of features from the lowest available
maps.

To build the 3D cube, convolve a 3D filter kernel by
stacking multiple contiguous frames. (e function maps are
linked to multiple adjacent frames using this operation. (e
working mechanism of 3d CNN is described in (1), where
the value at position (a, b, c) in the kth feature map in the lth
layer is described as

va,b,c
k,l � tanh ykl + 

m


Xk−1

x�0


Yk−1

y�0


Zk−1

z�0
wxyz
klmv

(a+x)(b+y)(c+z)

(k−1)m
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (8)

where wxyz
klm is the feature map linked to the mth value of the

kernel in the previous layer, and ZK is the 3D filter kernel
size along the temporal axis. (e architecture of the pro-
posed model is shown in Figure 6.

To increase the model’s efficiency, it uses 3 layers, in-
cluding convolutional, pooling, and fully connected layers.
In the convolutional layer, a filter layer of learned parameters
converts images into processable data in this layer. Each
kernel filters for a different function, and each analysis
employs several kernels. In a convolution, only small parts of
an image are looked at.(ey are assigned and transformed to
an activation map that represents the image layers based on
how likely it is that they belong to a certain filter class. To
create three-dimensional activation maps, the kernels in a
3D CNN traverse across the three data dimensions of height,
length, and depth. In pooling layers. (e activation maps
created during convolution are pooled or down-sampled.
Pooling is similar to convolution in that it involves moving a
filter around an activation map and testing a small segment
simultaneously. (is filter abstracts either the scanned area’s
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Figure 2: Proposed backbone network.
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average, a weighted average dependent on the central pixel,
or the extreme value of a new map.

(e output layers are compressed, the probabilities
found are evaluated, and the output is allotted a value, a logit,
after several iterations, often thousands, of convolution and
pooling. (is analysis is carried out by the completely
connected layer, in which each flattened output layer is
interpreted by linked nodes, similar to a fully connected
neural network as exhibited in Figure 6. Using hyper-pa-
rameters such as zero-padding (P), receptive field (R), stride
length (S), and volume dimension (depth × width × height),
calculate the spatial size of the 3D CNN output volume. We
used image input of dimension I× J×K, where I� 224,
J� 224, and K� 3 where J stands for row pixel values, I for
column pixel values, and K stands for the number of
channels in this work, which is three. To measure the
neurons in the Convolutional layer, multiply ((W– F+ 16.P)/
S) + 1. (e input layer is ((224–11 + 16.0)/1) + 1� 229,
resulting in an output volume of 229× 229× 32, where
height, width� 224 is the input frame’s height and width,
F� 11× 11× 16 is the 3D filter depth, P� 0 is the zero-
padding, and S� 1 is the stride that leads to the output.

3.3. Smart Surveillance Using Internet of<ings. (e Internet
of(ings (IoT) has been utilized for efficient decision-making
in real time. We utilized Ethernet communication to create
the local server such that we have assigned a specific I.P.
(Internet Protocol) address to access each camera feed present
in the particular location. (e flow of IoT architecture in the
proposed architecture has been depicted in Figure 7. Ethernet

provides minimal latency in the IoT environment and LAN
(Local Area Network) for smooth communication of inter-
connected devices. Ethernet cables are not like other wires.
(e stream of any particular camera is then passed to the
centralized GPU (Graphic Processing Unit) for processing
and making predictions. All the decisions based on the
predictions are then made available to the local network for
efficient and quick response. We utilized the IoT concept
because we could control each process remotely and monitor
it as well. We can use different communications protocols on
that according to system needs as well. (e Ethernet com-
munication protocols use this architecture to control feed
monitoring and prediction remotely. (e proposed work
utilized the Local Area Network (LAN) technology that
connects Internet devices using wired communication. It
described how data is shared through a physicalmedium from
one device to another network device. It is a link-layer
protocol in the TCP/IP stack. It is based on the IEEE 802.3
standard [36]. In the proposed work, Ethernet is used to
connect stationary or fixed IoTdevices within an IoT system.
Ethernet cable served as a wired medium for connecting
computers, IP cameras, servers, switches, and routers.

We managed a stream of CCTV (Close Circuit Cameras)
using a Network Video Recorder (NVR) and BNC (Bayonet
Neill–Concelman) cable. (e CCTV framework is arranged
to impart its signal to an advanced video recorder, i.e., a DVR
using BNC cable. (e NVR contains five hard discs of 1
terabyte (TB) each for video film recording. It underpins
HDMI (High-Definition Multimedia Interface) or VGA
(Video Graphics Array) video yield, which permits focal
observation on the LCD screen or TV. (e proposed DVR
includes video, live web-based streaming, and playback. An
I.P surveillance camera communicates its signals alongside its
network. I.P. security cameras used in the proposed system
utilized a CAT-6 link to convey signals to the network video
recorder (NVR). As a result, we achieved a higher resolution
stream, efficient, real-time accessibility, and video/sound
secured transmission using an IoT-based architecture.

In this work, cameras’ live recordings are accessed through
each specific I.P. address that is further processed by a cen-
tralized GPU-based server. (e analysis and anomaly pre-
dictions are performed using the proposed computer vision-

Figure 5: 3D-CNN architecture.

Input
Frames

3DCNN

Activity
classes

Figure 6: Flow of video recognition.
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based hybrid models (YOLO-v4 and 3D-CNN) to identify the
specific activities in the live recordings. In case of an emergency
or any suspicious activity, it can send alerts and notifications to
the relevant person or authority for immediate action.

4. Experimental Results and
Performance Analysis

4.1. Datasets. Benchmark datasets play a vital role in results
and performance analysis in the state of the art [14]. Sur-
veillance videos can capture a variety of real anomalies. (e
proposed methodology is evaluated on two major datasets.
First, the UCF-Crime dataset [40] consists of various real-
world anomalies, including smoke fighting, robbery,
snatching, and vandalism, on which the proposed model is
evaluated. (ese acidities are selected because they are con-
sidered prohibited. (ese activities are recognized based on
the overall activity of the given sequence rather than the
individual activities of the actors. Each mentioned activity has
approximately 7000 frames in the used dataset. For training
and evaluation, around 2000 frames of each activity are se-
lected. A brief description of each activity chosen is given:

(a) Smoking: this event contains videos showing people
smoking in public places such as university
campuses.

(b) Fighting: this activity is based on fighting between or
among people in public places such as university
campuses.

(c) Snatching: this activity is based on various objects
snatching, including purses, handbags, cell phones,
and laptops.

(d) Gun pointing: in addition to fighting, this activity
class requires gun objects in the sequence.

(e) Vandalism: this class represents a group action in-
volving deliberate destruction of or damage to ob-
jects like buildings, vehicles, furniture, etc.

Moreover, we gathered a dataset of suspicious objects
involved in those activities. We used images from the UCF
crime dataset [40] and the COCO dataset [41]. Additionally,
we performed preprocessing and annotation labeling on the
data collected from datasets.

We have pretrained the Modified-YOLOv4, 3D-CNN
network on COCO, and the whole network is fine-tuned on
the CUF crime dataset, which has approximately 2000
frames for each of the five activities. (e Modified-YOLOv4
is trained on the 2000 frames of each activity for 1500
epochs, while the 3D-CNNmodel is trained for 2000 epochs
such that 80% of the dataset is devoted to training and 20%
to validation. Figure 8 shows the Modified-YOLOv4 accu-
racy graph, from the discrepancy between training and
validation accuracy. It can be deduced that the model is
somewhat overfitting training data, a characteristic of deep
learning models. (e Modified-YOLOv4 has a training
accuracy of 96.2% and a validation accuracy of 94.21%. After
1500 epochs, the training loss for Modified-YOLOv4 de-
creased from 8.6 to 0.19, while the validation loss decreased
from 8.7 to 0.25. Figure 9 depicts the loss progression of
Modified-YOLOv4 throughout training.

Figure 10 demonstrates that the 3D CNN module was
similarly susceptible to overfitting since there was a dis-
crepancy between training and validation accuracy, with
validation accuracy remaining lower than training accuracy.

Figure 7: Internet of (ings-based architecture for decision making.
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At the conclusion of the previous period, training accuracy
was 94.8% and validation accuracy was 89.0%. Training loss
(Figure 11) began decreasing from around 9.2 to 0.11,
whereas validation loss began at 9.8 and finished at 0.22 in
the final epoch. At some epochs, validation loss was less than
training loss, but it remained significant for most of the
training period.

Table 1 shows the aggregated confusion matrix of the
activity recognition network. We have achieved 93.2% ac-
curacy, 91.01% precision, and 90.1% recall. (e proposed
activity recognition model performed slightly poorly on the
fighting and vandalism activities, while performance was
highest on the gun pointing and smoking. Both precision
and recall are lower because a few of the activities are
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confusing. 50 activities in each category are used for this
confusion matrix.

5. Conclusion

Human suspicious activity recognition is a challenging task
with vast applications in video surveillance, intelligent
transport systems, entertainment, and anomaly detection.
Whether the event has already occurred or not, searching
for the desired event through recordings is extremely time-
consuming. However, a system that automatically senses
any irregular or abnormal condition in advance and alerts
the appropriate authorities is more appealing, and it can be
used in both indoor and outdoor settings. Automatic video
surveillance has tackled this issue. It is impossible to
monitor CCTV events manually. Many researchers have
worked on spatial information with temporal sequences for
human activity recognition and detection. However, they
failed to achieve impressive results in real-time. (is paper
presents a hybrid model which first detects the area of
interest using the YOLO-v4 architecture where an anomaly
or unusual activity is happening and then passes it to the
3D-CNN architecture for activity recognition based on the
temporal information. (e experiments performed on
benchmark datasets and the 94.21% accuracy attained show
the significance and robustness of the proposed
architecture.

Furthermore, an IoT-based architecture has been
utilized for real-time processing and efficient decision-
making. (e proposed multimodal is customizable, flex-
ible, and extendable. (erefore, the system can quickly

adopt new activities such as pose points, hand tracking,
etc.
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